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We investigate the problem of existence of continuous aftine resp. linear support 
mappings for convex resp. sublinear partially defined operators. We prove that a 
weakly Bore1 measurable convex operator defined on a closed convex subset of a 
locally convex Frechet space with values in an ordered locally convex vector space 
with the least upper bound property and an order-unit inducing the topology in 
fact has continuous afftne support mappings. We give an example indicating that 
the order-unit being present is essential. A step towards our result is provided by a 
variant of the sandwich theorem obtained for the case of weakly Bore1 measurable 
convex and concave operators. Finally, we obtain necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for the existence of a continuous afiine support mapping h for a convex 
operator cp such that h(x,) = cp(x,) holds for a tixed point x,, in terms of the upper 
directional derivate dq(x,; ) for cp at .Y”. ? 1988 Academic Press. Inc 
Let E be a vector space and let F be an ordered vector space with the 
least upper bound property. The Hahn-Banach theorem asserts that every 
sublinear operator cp: E -+ F has a linear support mapping f: E + F (i.e., a 
linear mapping f with f(x) < q(x) for all x E E). In addition, if E and F are 
locally convex vector spaces and if the order on F is normal, then con- 
tinuity of cp naturally implies the continuity off. This situation thoroughly 
changes if the sublinear operator tp is only defined on a cone C in E. It is 
known that even in the case F= ‘If& such a partially defined sublinear 
operator need not have any linear support functional. Moreover, once the 
existence of a linear support mapping for a partially defined sublinear 
operator has been established, it is by no means clear whether the con- 
tinuity of cp on C implies the continuity of f on the subspace C - C 
generated by C. 
The aim of this paper is to find conditions ensuring the existence of con- 
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tinuous affine resp. linear support mappings for partially defined convex 
resp. sublinear operators. In Section 1 we ask for conditions under which 
linear support mappings for partially defined (not necessarily convex) 
operators are automatically continuous. We treat the case where q is con- 
tinuous on its domain C and the case where cp is weakly Bore1 measurable. 
For instance, we prove that if cp is a weakly Bore1 measurable operator 
defined on a closed generating cone C in some completely metrizable 
locally convex vector space E with values in a normally ordered locally 
convex vector space F, then every linear support mapping S for cp is 
necessarily continuous. 
In Section 2 we obtain a generalization of the classical Hiirmander 
theorem (see [Ho]). We prove that a partially defined sublinear operator 
cp with values in an ordered locally convex vector space F with the least 
upper bound property and an order-unit inducing the topology is the 
upper envelope of its continuous linear support mappings if and only if it is 
lower semi-continuous. We provide an example indicating that this result is 
no longer true if the existence of an order-unit in F is omitted. 
In Section 3 we prove a sandwich theorem in the spirit of [Zo,] but 
under somewhat different conditions. For a convex operator 40 with 
domain X and a concave operator 11/ with domain Y such that 0 is an 
algebraic interior point of X- Y and with + < cp on Xn Y, we establish the 
existence of a continuous afftne mapping h such that h 2 + on Y, h < cp on 
X under the assumption that F has the least upper bound property, 40, Ic/, 
are weakly Bore1 measurable, X, Y are closed and E is a completely 
metrizable locally convex vector space. 
In Section 4 we obtain two consequences of our sandwich theorem con- 
cerning the existence of continuous aftine resp. linear support mappings for 
weakly Bore1 measurable partially defined convex resp. sublinear operators. 
Moreover, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
continuous affine support mappings h for convex operators cp satisfying 
h(x,)= cp(x,,) at a fixed point x0 in terms of the directional derivate 
operator ?$(x,; ) of cp at x0. We conclude our paper with several imiting 
examples. 
NOTATIONS 
Throughout we assume that E is a real locally convex vector space and 
that F is a real ordered locally convex vector space with normal positive 
cone F, , i.e., F has a base of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of order-con- 
vex sets. F is said to have the least upper bound property (1.u.b.p.) if every 
subset B of F which is order-bounded below has an infimum. An algebraic 
interior point of F, is called an order-unit for F. An order-unit e on F 
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always induces a norm (see [J, p. 1161). Note that F, is normal with 
respect o the topology induced by an order-unit. 
We adjoin a new element cc to F imposing the rules x + co = a, 
x < 00, co + CL, = co, Occ = 0, ice = co for all x E F, ,I> 0. Now a partially 
defined operator gives rise to a mapping cp: E + F u { 00 }. The set of x E E 
with ME F, the domain of cp, is denoted by D(q). cp: E + Fu (CXZ 1
is called convex if for x, Y E E, OdiQt we have 
cp(ix + (1 - A) y) 6 Irp(x) + (1 - ,I) cp( y) and it is called sublinear if 
cp(x + y) < q(x) + q(y), cp(Ax) = Acp(x) hold for all x, y E E, I >, 0. Note 
that D(q) is convex if cp is convex and that D(p) is a cone if cp is sublinear. 
An operator cp: E --+ Fu { 00 > is called weakly Bore1 measurable on 
XcD(cp) if for every real ~EF’ the mapping focp:X+R is Bore1 
measurable in the usual sense. cp is called weakly Baire on Xc D(cp) if for 
every f E F the mapping fo cp: X-+ R has the Baire property. Recall that 
h: X-t Y, X, Y topological spaces, is said to have the Baire property if for 
every open set U c Y there exist an open set G c X and a first category sub- 
set P of X with h ~ ‘( U) = G dP (where d denotes symmetric difference). 
Clearly every weakly Bore1 measurable mapping is weakly Baire. 
1. AUTOMATIC CONTINUITY 
In this first section we ask for conditions on a partially defined operator 
cp ensuring that every linear support mapping for cp is necessarily con- 
tinuous. No convexity assumption is required for cp since in this section we 
are not concerned with the problem of existence of a linear support map- 
ping. We start our investigation with the case where cp is continuous on 
D(P). 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a locally convex vector space and let C be a closed 
generating cone in E. Let F be a normally ordered locally convex vector 
space. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Whenever h: E -+ F is a linear support mapping for a partially 
defined operator sp such that Cc D(q) and cp 1 C: C + F is weakly con- 
tinuous, then h is weakly continuous. 
(2) Every real linear functional .f on E with f(C) c R! + is in fact con- 
tinuous. 
Proof: Assume ( 1). Define cp :E +Ru {a} by q(x)=0 for XEC and 
q(x) = cc otherwise. Clearly cp [C: C -+ R is continuous. Now if f(C) c R + 
then -f must be continuous in view of (1). On the other hand, assume that 
(2) is true. Let cp be given as above and let f d cp. We have to prove that f 
is weakly continuous. Since every continuous linear functional g on F can 
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be written as the difference of two positive continuous linear functionals 
(see [J, p. 99]), we have to prove the continuity of gof, gE F, g> 0. But in 
this case we have go f < go ‘p and, by assumption, g 0 40 (c is continuous. 
Hence we may assume I;= R and prove the continuity off: E -+ ,!F& For 
simplicity we may assume that q(O) = 0. 
Choose a neighborhood U of 0 such that cp( Un C) c (-co, $), i.e., 
f(x) < f for all x E Un C. Let K denote the set of (x, q) E C x [w with 
ye <j’(x). SO (Ux (3, co))n K= /21, i.e., (0, l)q!K Since K is convex, there 
exists a closed real hyperplane which separates (0, 1) from K, i.e., there 
exist g EE’, 1~ Iw such that 
holds for all (x, q) E K and some a E Iw. Since (0,O) E K we conclude R > 0. 
Now assume that there exists (x,, F,QE K such that g(x,) + Aq,>O. 
Then for every p >O we have (px,, pqO) E K, so ~12 g(px,) +ApqO = 
p( g(xO) + IQ,) + co for p --t co, a contradiction. Hence we obtain g(x) -t 
ilq 6 0 for all (x, u) E K. Therefore we have 0 > g(x) + Aj(x) for all x E C, i.e., 
-g-A, is positive on C and by (2) is continuous. Since 1 #O and g is 
continuous, f must be continuous as well. This proves the result. 4 
Statement (2) above means that every real linear functionalfon E which 
is positive with respect to the order <c induced by C is continuous. 
Our interest now turns towards linear support mappings for weakly 
Bore1 measurable partially defined operators. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a completely metrizable locally convex vector 
space and let C be a closed generating cone in E. Let F be a normaIry ordered 
locally convex vector space. Let $1 E 4 Fu (co 1 be an operator with 
Cc D(ll/) such that $ ( C is weakly Bore1 measurable and let f: E -+ F be a 
linear support mapping for $. Then f is continuous. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we shall need two lemmata. First note that 
we may restrict ourselves to the case F = IF&’ since F is normally ordered and 
E is a Mackey space. 
We introduce an auxiliary topology 0 on the cone C. For XE C let the 
sets x + (U n C), U varying over the neighbourhoods of 0 in E, form a base 
for the neighbourhood filter of Q at x. In [SR] Saint Raymond defines this 
topology in the special case E = I’, C= 1:. In this case he proves that 
(C, (r) is a Baire space. However, his proof is completely transferable to the 
more general case here, i.e., (C, 0) is a Baire space. 
Let us now state the following lemma which provides the crucial step 
towards the proof of Theorem 2. We shall need this lemma for the case of a 
linear mappingf; but it is actually true for the more general case of a con- 
vex mapping q, so that we shall prove it in this more general form. 
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LEMMA 1. Let E be a focally convex vector space and let C be a cone in 
E such that the space (C, a), o defined as above, is a Bake space. Let 
Ic/: C -+ R be a Bore1 measurable mapping and let cp: C --t R be a convex 
operator such that q(x) < t&x) h o s or all x E C. Then there exists a dense Id f 
G, set G in (C, a) such that cp) G: (G, a) + R is continuous. 
Proof Since c is finer than the original topology on C, we see that 
I& (C, 0) + R is Bore1 measurable. From [Ku, p. 400, Theorem] we deduce 
the existence of a dense G6 set Go in (C, a) such that $1 G,: (G,, a) + R is 
continuous. We wish to prove that there exists a dense G6 subset G, of G, 
such that 9 ( G, : (G, ,c) -+ R is upper semi-continuous. To this end fix 
U]E[WandxEGowith9(x)EV=(--,r]).Let&=?-9(x)>O,SinceII/IG, 
is continuous at x, there exists an open neighbourhood V of 0 in E such 
that 
$((x + W n 0) n Go) = (Ii/(x) - 8, v+(x) + E). 
Choose n > 2 with J/(x) + E < 9(x) + ne. Now let V, = x + ((l/n) Vn C), 
G,={x+(l/n)z:z~VnC,x+z~G~}nG,. Clearly U, is an open 
neighbourhood of x in (C, 0). We claim that G, is a dense G6 subset of V ‘i. 
Indeed, we have G, = G, n (x + ((l/n) V n C)) n 9.; ‘(G,), where 9, denotes 
the o-homeomorphism z + z-t x from C onto its closed and open subset 
C + x. Since Go n (C + x) is a dense Gd in C + x, 3.; ‘(G,) is a dense GS in 
(C, c). Now we claim that 9(G,)c V. Indeed, let ZE Vn C, x+zEG~~, 
x+(l/n)zEG”. Then 
9 x+;z 
i 1 
-9(49(x+z)-9(x)) 
+i;)-P(x)) 
<; (‘h(x) + E - 9(x)) 
1 
-=z; (9(x) + n& - 9(x)) = E. 
What we have proved is that for every x E (9 1 G,)) ‘( V) there exist an open 
neighbourhood V, of x and a dense Gb subset G, of V, with 9(G,) c V. 
Using this fact we define, by transfinite induction, a family U of open sub- 
sets of (G,, a) such that 
(a) VnU’=@ for V, U’EU, VfU’; 
(b) every VE U contains a dense G6 subset G, with 9(Gu) c I/; 
(c) (9lG,)-‘(V4i3. 
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Now U {GU: UE U} is a dense G6 subset of U U and this proves that 
(~1 G,)-‘(V) is a set with the Baire property. Since V= (-co, ‘I) was 
arbitrary, this proves that cp (Go : (G,, a) + R’ has the Baire property, 
where Iw’ denotes the space IF! endowed with the topology generated by 
the intervals (- co, q’ 1, q E R. Again we deduce, using [Ku, p. 400, 
Theorem] that there exists a dense G, subset G, of G, such that 
cp )G, : (G,, a) + R’ is continuous. Note that Kuratowski’s proof only 
requires the fact that the target space has a countable base and therefore 
also works in our situation. Now from the definition of R’ we deduce that 
cp (G, is upper semi-continuous as a mapping (G,, 0) --) IQ. But clearly this 
proves the lemma since now there exists a dense G, subset G of G, such 
that cp (G is continuous. 1 
We shall now prove that fl C: (C, a) --t R’ is continuous, where f is linear 
and dominated by I,$ on the cone C. To do this we shall need the following 
lemma which has been proved by Wilhelm in [Wi, Theorem 41. 
LEMMA 2 (cf. [Wi]). Let X be a Baire topological space and let Y be a 
regular topological space. Then every almost continuous mapping f: X --) Y 
with the Baire property is continuous. 
Here f: X --+ Y is called almost continuous if for every x E X and every 
neighbourhood U of f(x) the set D(f-‘( U)) is a neighbourhood of x, 
where D(f-‘(U)) denotes the set of all ZE X at which f-‘(U) is of the 
second category (see [Wi] or [Ku, p. 831). 
In order to apply this lemma to our mappingf( C: (C, a) 4 R, it is now 
sufficient to prove that f ) C is almost continuous since, in view of 
Lemma 1, we know that it has the Baire property. Since R has a countable 
base, there exists a dense G6 subset G of (C, c) such that f [ C is almost 
continuous at every y E G (cf. [Wi] and the references given there). Now fix 
x E C and V= (f(x) - E, f(x) + E). Since G is dense, there exists y E G with 
y - x E C. Now W = (f(y) - E, f(y) + E) is a neighbourhood off(y). Hence 
there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 in E such that 
But this implies 
x+(UnC)~~-‘(~((fIC)-‘(w)))~~(~-‘((fIC)-’(w))) 
= au-1 C)-‘(V), 
where 9 denotes the a-homeomorphism z --* z + ( y -x). This proves the 
fact that SI C is almost continuous at x. 
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We prove that f: E -+ R is continuous at 0. Let E > 0. Since fl C is D-con- 
tinuous, there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 such that 
f(UnC)c(-E/2,&/2). 
Consequently we have f((Un C) - (Un C)) c (-E, E). But note that C 
induces an open decomposition of E (see [J, p. 105]), i.e., (Un C) - 
(U n C) is a neighbourhood of 0 in E. This ends the proof of Theorem 2. 
Our third result on automatic continuity deals with the case of convex 
mappings whose domains have interior points. In this case it turns out that 
weak Bore1 measurability already implies the continuity of the convex 
operator cp under consideration. We just mention two related results by 
Thibault [T, ] and Kats [Ka] treating the case of universally measurable 
convex resp. linear mappings. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a second category locally convex vector space and 
[et F be a normally ordered locally convex vector space. Let cp: E -+ Fu { CO ) 
be a convex operator and suppose that there exists an operator II/ which 
dominates cp and is weakly Baire on int D(q). Then cp is continuous at every 
point of int D(q). 
Proof. We may assume that int D(q) = U is nonempty. 
(1) Let us first consider the case F= OX. Hence $: int D(q) + R has 
the Baire property. We choose a dense G8 subset G of int D(q) such that 
$ I G: G -+ R is continuous. We wish to prove that cp has the Baire property. 
Fix XE G and some neighbourhood V of q(x). We prove that there exist a 
neighbourhood U, of x and a dense Gd subset G, with P(G,~) c V. This will 
then imply the fact that cp has the Baire property (see the proof of 
Lemma 1). For simplicity we assume x = 0, ~(0) = 0 E V = ( -6, E). This is 
possible since we may replace U, G, cp by U- x, G -x, qf, respectively, 
where cpX is defined by cp”(z)=cp(z+x)-q(x). Now since $(G is con- 
tinuous at 0 E G, there exists a symmetric open neighbourhood W of 0 in E 
such that 
t4 Wn G) = ($(O) -E, $40) + ~1 
and WC U. Now choose n 2 2 with $(O) + E <nE. Let U,, = (l/n) W and 
G,, = (l/n)( W n G n ( -G)). Clearly Go is a dense Gs in U,. It remains to 
prove cp(G,)c V. So let ZEG,, z=(l/n)w. Then 
But z E Go implies -z E Go and so cp( - z) < E also holds. This gives us 
q(z) Z -cp( -z) > --E and the desired inclusion follows. 
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Now we prove that q is continuous at OE U. Let 
x:= {XE w: cp(SX)E V}. 
Then X is a set with the Baire property since cp and z -+ cp( -2) are both 
Baire mappings on W. It follows from [KN, p. 921 that 4(X- X) =: W, is 
a neighbourhood of 0 in E. It remains to prove that q( W,) c V. Let 
x, y E X, then 
and 
cpMx - VI) G 4dx) + tcpt -Y) E v 
This proves the theorem for F = R. 
(2) Now let us treat the general case. Since F is normally ordered, we 
deduce that cp is continuous with respect o the weak topology a(F, F’) on 
F. Indeed, for every f E F, f 2 0 we have f 0 cp ,< f 0 II/ on U and this implies 
the continuity off 0 cp. We prove that rp is continuous at 0 E U. We may 
assume ~(0) =0 again. Let V be a barrelled neighbourhood of 0 in F. 
Choose a barrelled neighbourhood W of 0 in E contained in U and define 
w,= {XE w: cp(&X)E V}. 
Then W, is circled, convex, and absorbing. Moreover W,, is closed since V 
is closed and cp, z + cp( -z) are both weakly continuous on W. So W, is a 
neighbourhood of 0 in E since E is a barrelled space. This proves the 
result. 1 
2. THE SEMI-CONTINUOUS CASE 
In this section we deal with the problem of obtaining a vector-valued 
analogue of the classical Hiirmander theorem stating that a real-valued 
convex resp. sublinear mapping is the upper envelope of its continuous 
affine resp. linear support functionals if and only if it is lower semi-con- 
tinuous. Since in the vector-valued case there exist several nonequivalent 
generalizations of the classical notion of lower semicontinuity, the problem 
consists in finding out which might be the right one to maintain the 
validity of Hormander’s theorem. The most natural way of defining a con- 
cept of lower semi-continuity in the vector values case consists in 
postulating that 40: E -+ F u ( cc } is lower semi-continuous if the set-valued 
operator @: E + 2F, defined by 
XE E, is lower semi-continuous in the sense of [Ku, pp. 173 ff]. This coin- 
cides with the notion of lower semi-continuity defined in [PT] and appears 
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as iso-lower semi-continuity in [BPT]. In the latter paper there is also dis- 
cussed a weaker notion of lower semi-continuity (called lower semi-con- 
tinuity) which lies between iso-lower semi-continuity and the condition 
that cp has closed epigraph (see [BPT] for details). In the case where the 
topology of F is induced by an order-unit there exists another possibility of 
defining a concept of lower semi-continuity, which turns out to coincide 
with iso-lower semi-continuity in the sense of [BPT]. 
Let E, F be locally convex vector spaces and let F be ordered by a 
closed cone F, with the 1.u.b.p. Suppose that F has an order-unit inducing 
the topology. An operator cp: E -+ F u ( co } is called lower semi-continuous 
if for every x G E one has 
q(x)= sup inf cp( y), 
UE11(1)1’ECi 
where U(x) denotes the neighbourhood filter of E at X. This definition 
makes no sense if F does not have an order-unit. (Consider, for instance, 
the identity mapping in I’.) 
The following result justified our definition of lower semi-continuity since 
it provides the desired vector-valued HGrmander theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let E be a locally convex vector space and let F be an 
ordered 1ocall.y convex vector space with the 1.u.b.p. and an order-unit induc- 
ing the topology. Let cp: E --t F v { cg } be a convex operator. Then the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
(1) cp is lower semi-continuous; 
(2) rp is the upper envelope of its continuous affie support mappings, 
i.e., cp(.u)=sup{f(x)lI6cp,Sf~(E, F)OF). 
We omit the proof since it may be obtained from [BPT, Theorem 2.81 if 
one takes into account that lower semi-continuity defined as above coin- 
cides with iso-lower semi-continuity in the sense of [BPT]. 
Theorem 4 generalizes the classical Hiirmander theorem as given, for 
instance, in [CV, Theorem 1.31. We deduce, for the sake of completeness, 
the corresponding sublinear version whose classical antecedent may be 
found in [H6]. 
THEOREM 5. Let E be a locally convex vector space and let F be an 
ordered locally convex vector space with the 1.u.b.p. and an order-unit induc- 
ing the topology. Let cp: E + Fv {CC ) be a sublinear operator, Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) cp is lower semi-continuous; 
(2) cp is the upper envelope of its continuous linear support mappings, 
i.e., v(x) = sup(f(x) If< cp, f 6 f?(E, F)}. 
5x0 16 ?-I3 
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Proof In view of Theorem 4 it remains to prove that whenever 
f = h + u with h E L?(E, F), u E F is a continuous affine support mapping for 
V, then the same is true for h, i.e., h < q. Assume the contrary and choose 
x E E having h(x) < q(x). Then there exists a continuous, positive linear 
functional g on F such that g(h(x)) > g(cp(x)) (see [J, p. 82 3). But note 
that we have h(py) + u < cp(py) for all p > 0 and all ye E. Hence 
g( -u) 2 p( g(h(x)) - g(cp(x))) holds for all p > 0, a contradiction. 1 
Remarks. (1) In [F], Fel’dman has obtained a purely algebraic 
version of Theorem 5 under the same assumptions on the space F. 
(2) One may ask for conditions ensuring that a convex operator cp 
admits a representation as the upper envelope of its continuous afhne sup- 
port mappings on its domain D(q). Under the assumptions of Theorem 4 
this question may be answered as follows. cp can be represented as the 
upper envelope of its continuous afline support mappings on D(cp) if and 
only if there exists a lower semi-continuous operator tj: E --f F w ( cc } hav- 
ing Wcp) = N$) and $ I D(v) = v. 
So far we have obtained a vector-valued version of the Hormander 
theorem only in the case where the image space F has an order-unit. What 
about the case where no order-unit is present on F? One may obtain 
partial positive answers here in the case where cp is either fully defined 
(i.e., D(cp) = E) or at least in the case where D(cp) has nonempty interior. 
The reader might consult [BPT, Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.71, for 
instance. However, the following example indicates that the class of all 
convex operators which may be represented as the upper envelope of their 
continuous affine support mappings is comparatively small in the general 
case. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let E=I’, C=l!+, F=l*. Define cp:l’+12u{oo} by 
444=(-J&h in case x = (x,,);= , E C, q(x) = co otherwise. Clearly q 
is convex. In view of the inequality 
for all x, y E C, we see that q 1 C is continuous. We prove that cp does not 
admit any aftine support mapping. Indeed, suppose that f: 1’ + I2 is linear 
and 
holds for all x E C and some y E 1’. For n 2 1 we consider the linear 
mapping fn: R + R delined by 
f&J= Cf(Se'"')ln7 
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where e”” denotes the nth unit vector in I’ and [z],, = z,. So we must have 
f,,(t) + y, < -a for t; 3 0, which gives y, < 0. This proves thatS$O, i.e.,J 
is continuous (see also Theorem 1). From an elementary calculation we see 
that f, must decrease at least with ratio 1/4y,. But now we obtain, for 
XEC. 
which is absurd since we may of course find x E C such that (x,/4y,)F=, is 
not in 12. 
Example 1 shows that no generalization of Hiirmander’s theorem is 
possible in the case where the space F does not have an order-unit and the 
domain D(q) of the mapping q under consideration has no interior point. 
This is of interest, e.g., in view of the notion of a V-subdifferential for con- 
vex operators, introduced by Thibault in [TJ, generalizing the classical 
notion of the e-subdifferential. For note that the crucial assumption needed 
in [TJ to ascertain the V-subdifferentiability of a convex operator cp is 
that cp may be represented as the upper limit of its continuous affine 
minorants on D(q), a condition which, in the light of Example 1, turns out 
to be of a too special kind when imposed on a partially defined convex 
operator taking values in an ordered vector space without order-unit. 
3. SANDWICH THEOREM 
In this section we prove a sandwich theorem in the spirit of [Zo, J. This 
theorem will then be used to derive the existence of linear resp. afftne con- 
tinuous support mappings for weakly Bore1 measurable partially defined 
operators. 
Let X, Y be convex Bore1 subsets of a locally convex vector space E such 
that 0 is an algebraic interior point of X- Y. Let F be a normally ordered 
locally convex vector space with 1.u.b.p. and let cp: X + F be a convex, 
tj: Y -+ F be a concave mapping with $ < cp on Xn Y. The sandwich 
problem consists in finding a continuous aftine mapping h: E + F having 
h>,$ on Y, h<q on X. 
THEOREM 6. Under the assumptions given above, the sandwich theorem 
admits a positive solution provided that one of the conditions (1) or (2) is 
satisfied. 
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(1) E is a separable Fr&het space and there exist weakly Bore1 
measurable maps $1 X--f F, $1 Y + F with rp < @, $ > $. 
(2) E is a Fr&het space, there exist closed convex subsets X,, Y, of X, 
Y resp. such that 0 is an algebraic interior point of X,, - Y,, and there exist 
weakly Bore/ measurable maps @ X, -+ F, 9: Y, + F with cp < @, $2 3. 
Proof: Define a sublinear operator x: E + F by 
x(z) := inf(l(cp(x) - $( y)): 2 = A(x - y), 13 0, x E X, y E Y). 
For a proof of the fact that x is well-defined and sublinear we refer the 
reader to [Zo,, Theorem 21. The existence of the infimum follows from the 
fact that 0 is an algebraic interior point of X- Y. From the Hahn-Banach 
theorem we deduce the existence of a linear support mappingffor x. Hence 
f(x - y) < v(x) - Ic/( y) for all x E X, y E F and so there exists u E F with 
for all x E X, y E Y. Hence h = f - u will satisfy the requirements of the 
theorem as soon as the continuity off will have been established. 
First consider case (1). Define a set-valued mapping 0: E + 2ExEx R, 
where 2E” Ex ’ denotes the set of all nonempty subsets of Ex Ex R, by 
setting 
O(z)={(x, y,~)EXXYxR+:z=qx-y)). 
We claim that W’(B) is a set with the Baire property in E for every Bore1 
set B in XxYxR+. Indeed, if U: Xx Y x R + -+ E denotes the mapping 
(x, y, A) -+ A(x - y), then O-‘(B) = u(B) is the continuous image of a Bore1 
subset of a separable Frechet space and hence has the Baire property (see 
[Ku, p. 446, Theorem 1, p. 478, and p. 482, Corollary 1 ] ). 
Now for fixed gcF’, g30 define Yx: E-+2’ by 
f&,(-4 = M~(~(4 - G(Y))): (x7 Y, 1) E@(Z)), 
then P;‘(B) is a set with the Baire property in E whenever B is a Bore1 set 
in R. Consequently, by setting 
C,(z) =inf VI,(z), 
we define a mapping i,: E + R which is measurable with respect to the 
o-algebra of sets with the Baire property on E and the Bore1 a-algebra on 
R. This follows from the equality 
{z: 5,(z) < a} = (z: Y&, n (- 03, a) # 0) 
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for fixed ~1 ER. But now the continuity of go x (and hence of g of) follows 
from Theorem 3 and the observation that i, dominates go x. 
NOW consider case (2). Here we define Q0 : E + 2E x Ex ’ by @o(z) = 
O(Z) n (X0 x Y, x ‘R + ). Since 0 is an algebraic interior point of X0 - Y,, 00 
is well-defined. The proof will be finished if we can find a selector 
9,: E + X, x Y, x R + for O0 which is measurable with respect to the 
a-algebra of Bore1 sets on X0 x Y, x 58 + and the a-algebra of sets with the 
Baire property on E, for then we may define i,: E + R for fixed g E F, 
g>,O by 
T,(z) = g(;l(@(x) - S(y))) in case 9o(z) = (x, y, A), 
and this clearly will provide us a measurable map which dominates g 0 x. In 
the following we assume that 0 E X0 n Yo. 
We denote by C, D the convex cones generated by X0x { 1) resp. 
Y,x (1) in ExR, i.e., 
c= iJ Wox{l)h D= (J A(Y,x{l}). 
i. z? 0 i. 3 0 
Since 0 is an algebraic interior point of X0 - Y,, we deduce that 
E x R = C-D. Consequently, the cones C and d induce an open decom- 
position of E x R, which means that for every neighbourhood U of 0 in 
E x R, the set o= (Un C) - (Un a) is a neighbourhood of 0 as well. Now 
let cc, oD respectively denote the topologies on @, D as introduced in the 
proof of Theorem 2 in Section 1. Then the map 6: c x B -+ E x II3 defined by 
6((x, A), (y, P)) = (x - y, L - 11) is continuous and open with respect o the 
topologies cc, gD on C, B and the topology generated by the sets 0, and 
therefore is continuous and open with respect to the original topology on 
Ex R in view of the fact that C and d induce an open decomposition. But 
clearly the topologies o’c, crD are finer than the original topologies on C, D, 
and therefore 6 is also open (and of course continuous) with respect o the 
original topologies on C;, D. Consequently, the set-valued mapping defined 
by (x, L) -+ 6 ‘(x, A) is lower semi-continuous and moreover has closed 
convex values in the Frechet space E x R! x E x R. Hence the Michael selec- 
tion theorem provides a continuous mapping y: E x R -+ Cx D having 
6 0 7 = id, 
Now let us observe that C\C (and similarly D\D) consists precisely of 
those points (v, 0) E E x R which have u #O and x + HUE X0 for all XE X0 
and all t 2 0. Indeed, if (&x,*, A,) is a sequence in C converging to (x, CL), 
then either CL > 0, in which case we have x E pXo, hence (x, p) E C, or p = 0, 
in which case we have 
x0 + tx = lim (( 1 - tA,) x0 + t&x,), 
?I-.* 
proving that x0 + tx E X0 for fixed but arbitrary x0 E X0, t 2 0. 
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Now let us define /?: E x Iw + c x ij by setting 
B(x7 1) = l4-T A) + ((0, I), (0, 1 I)* 
Clearly the equality 6 0 p = id is again satisfied. Moreover, by the above 
description of QC (resp. D\D) we have /?(x, 2) E Cx D for all 
(x, A)EEx IF& 
Now define a map p: Cx D -+ Iw by p((x, A), (y, p)) = inf{a > 0: 
(x, y) E a(XO x YO>>. Then p is a Bore1 measurable map and, consequently, 
&,:E-+X,x Y,xR+, defined by 
Gdz) = (4 Y, @.I 
in case 
P(z, 1) = (W, A’)? (Y’, P’)), 
P((X’, A’), (Y’, $)I = % ax = x’, ay = y’, 
is the desired selector for 0,. 1 
Remarks. (1) The construction in part (2) of the proof of Theorem 6 
becomes necessary in view of the fact that the multivalued map 0, is no 
longer measurable in the nonseparable case. This is a consequence of the 
fact that the sum (or difference) of two Bore1 sets in a Frechet space need 
not be a set with the Baire property if no separability condition is available. 
The following example, which occurs in any nonseparable Banach space, 
has been communicated to us by R. Pol. Let (x,: CL < n) for uncountable n 
be a family of points having I/x, - x&l > 3 for a # /? and let ( yz: CI < n} be 
a set of cardinality n contained in the unit ball which does not have the 
Baire property. Then A = (x, + y,: a < n} and B= {x,: a <n} are both 
discrete hence Bore1 measurable sets but A -B does not have the Baire 
property since the points of A - B contained in the unit ball are precisely 
the y,. 
(2) It should be noted that the assumption that 0 is an algebraic 
interior point of X- Y cannot be omitted in the sandwich theorem. In 
czo,, Ex. 4.11 there is presented an easy example of two continuous con- 
vex resp. concave mappings such that for their domains X, Y the origin 
is not an algebraic interior point of X- Y and there does not exist any 
affine mapping h as in the statement of the sandwich theorem. 
(3) In contrast with the sandwich theorem presented in [Zo,], we 
do not require that one of the sets X, Y has an interior point, so even in the 
case where cp IX, JI 1 Y are continuous, our approach is more general. 
As a consequence of our sandwich theorem we shall now establish the 
existence of continuous at&e support mappings for weakly Bore1 
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measurable partially defined convex operators. We shall pursue the follow- 
ing idea. Suppose that cp: E -+ F u {cc ) is convex and bounded below on a 
convex subset X of D(q), rp 2 u, say. Then we may define a concave map- 
ping I,+: X -+ F by + z u. Under appropriate conditions we may apply the 
sandwich theorem which will then provide us as support mapping h for cp. 
Consequently, the next step of our program is to settle the question of 
whether convex mappings are bounded below on appropriate subsets of 
their domains. 
4. BOUNDEDNESS 
We obtain the desired boundedness result for weakly Bore1 measurable 
convex mappings with values in an ordered locally convex vector space F 
with an order-unit inducing the topology. The following lemma generalizes 
a result which has been proved by Saint Raymond (in [SR]) for the case 
F= R, cp = $. 
LEMMA 3. Let E be a locally convex vector space and let F be an ordered 
locally convex space with an order-unit e inducing the topology. Let 
cp: E -+ Fu { 30 } be a convex operator and let B be a convex, bounded, and 
sequentially complete subset of D(cp). Suppose that there exists a weakly 
Bore1 measurable mapping $1 B + F with cp < II/ on B. Then cp is order-boun- 
ded below on B. 
Proof Our proof follows the pattern of [SRI. Assume that cp is not 
bounded below on B and choose a sequence (x,) in B such that 
cp(x,) B -ne, n= 1,2, . . . . Consequently, there exist continuous, linear 
functionals g, >, 0 such that g,(cp(x,) + ne) < 0 (see [J, p. 823). Since g, # 0, 
we must have g,,(e) > 0. Hence each fn := (l/g,(e)) g, is positive with 
llfnjl = 1, where jJ II denotes the norm induced by e. Moreover, we have 
,f,(cp(x,)) < -n for all n. 
As in [SR] we define a sublinear operator $ : 1: -+ F by 
11411 
1 
4J
8(l) = ( 11111, n ktxn 9 c i if E.=(j.,)#O, 
0, if Ib = 0. 
Analogously we define $ : 1: --$ F. Then (I; is weakly Bore1 measurable and 
we have @ < $. This implies go @ < g 0 $ for every g E F’, g 2 0. In view of 
Lemma 1 this proves that go q has the Baire property with respect to the 
topology cr on 1:. But now it follows from Theorbme 6 in [SR] that the 
sequence ((liJ;;).f,~@l is uniformly bounded below on the unit ball of L’, 
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since it obviously pointwise converges to 0. Note that Saint Raymond’s 
theorem is stated for Bore1 measurable mappings, but the proof only makes 
use of the fact that these mappings have the Baire property. But now we 
note that (l/&)fn(@(e(“)) = (l/&)f,(cp(x,)) < -& holds, where e(“) 
denotes the nth unit vector in I’, a contradiction. 1 
Remark. It should be clear that the statement of this lemma is no 
longer true if F has no order-unit. For example, consider the case E = F = 1’ 
and let B be the unit ball in E, q the identity mapping on B. Then cp is not 
order-bounded below in B. 
THEOREM 7. Let E be a completely metrizable locally conuex vector 
space and let F be an ordered locally convex vector space with 1.u.b.p. and an 
order-unit inducing the topology. Let cp: E + Fu (co > be a convex operator 
which is dominated by a weakly Bore1 measurable map. Suppose that one of 
the following conditions is satisfied. 
(1) D(q) is closed, 
(2) D(q) is a Bore1 set, 0 is an algebraic interior point of 
D(q)-D(q), and there exists a closed convex subset X of D(q) such that 
Then cp admits a continuous affine support mapping. 
Proof: First consider case (1). Assume 0 E D(q) for simplicity. We claim 
that there exists a closed convex neighbourhood U of 0 such that q is 
order-bounded below on U n D(q). Indeed, assume the contrary. Let (U,) 
be a base of neighbourhoods of 0 in E. Now for every n there exists x, G U,, 
with &x,) & --ne, where e is an order-unit for F. Let B denote the closed 
convex hull of the x,, then B is bounded and contained in D(q). Con- 
sequently, by Lemma 3, cp is bounded below on B, a contradiction. Hence 
there must exist a convex neighbourhood U of 0 and VE F such that 
q(x) 2 v for all x E U n D(q). Define a concave operator $: U -+ F by $ f v. 
From the sandwich theorem we deduce the existence of a continuous afline 
operator h with h> 11/ on U, h 6 fp on D(q). This proves the result in 
case (1). 
Now consider case (2). Here we may assume 0 E X. Since X is closed, we 
may find a closed convex neighbourhood U of 0 in E such that q is boun- 
ded below on U n X. For simplicity let us assume that ~(0) = 0, cp > -e on 
U n X. Let q: D( VP) -+ [w + denote the convex mapping defined by 
q(x)=inf{l>O:xE1(UnX)}. 
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Then the operator 1,9: D(q) -+ F, $(x) = -q(x)e-e, is concave and, 
moreover, satisfies tj < cp on D(q). Indeed, let x E D(q), x # 0, then we have 
x E q(x)( U n X). If q(x) 3 1 we calculate 
in view of the fact that ~(0) = 0, x/q(x) E Un X. In case q(x) < 1 the 
inequality is clear. 
It remains to observe that II/ is weakly Bore1 measurable and then apply 
the sandwich theorem once more to obtain the result. 1 
As an immediate consequence we obtain the corresponding result for 
sublinear operators. 
COROLLARY. Let E be a completely metrizable locally convex vector 
space and let F be an ordered locally convex vector space with the 1.u.b.p. and 
an order-unit inducing the topology. Let cp: E -+ Fv {CO } be a sublinear 
operator which is dominated by a weakly Bore1 measurable mapping on 
D(q). Suppose that either D(q) is closed or D(q) is Bore1 and generating 
and there exists a closed convex subset X of D(p) such that 
Then cp admits a continuous linear support mapping. 
Remarks. (1) The statement of the corollary clearly implies that the 
partially defined sublinear operator cp is lower semi-continuous at 0. 
(2) The assumption that the topology of F is induced by an order- 
unit seems quite restrictive. It may be weakened in some sense if we replace 
F by a product ni Fi of ordered spaces Fj, where each F, has an order-unit 
inducing the topology, for then Theorem 7 can be applied coordinatewise. 
Example 1, however, indicates that some strong condition on F is required 
to maintain the result. 
(3) We give an example indicating that the assumption that E is 
completely metrizable cannot be weakened considerably. 
EXAMPLE 2 (See [AL, Ex. 1.63). Let I be an uncountable set and let 
E = R”’ denote the sum @ { Ei: i E f} with Ei z R for each i. Let C denote 
the cone of x E E with x(i) >/ 0 for all i and define a sublinear operator 
cp:C+R by 
cp(x)= -c &zm. 
i#i 
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It is proved in [AL] that cp does not admit any linear support functional. 
We note that cp is Bore1 measurable in view of the equality 
for fixed a E R. This proves that Theorem 7 resp. its corollary is no longer 
valid for complete ultrabornological spaces E. 
We may vary this example to indicate that it is neither sufficient to 
assume that E is normed and barrelled. Let E = f”2(Z) be the space 
of x: Z-t R with Cilx(i)l “’ < 00 with the norm )) ]I, defined by 
I(x(ji =CiJx(i)J. E is in fact a barrelled space. For Z= N this may be found 
in [W]. The result remains valid for arbitrary index sets 1. Now define cp as 
above, where D(q) now is the cone of x E E having x(i) > 0 for all i. Again 
cp is sublinear and Bore1 measurable. It follows from the first part of this 
example that cp does not admit any linear support functional since clearly 
I”‘(Z) contains OX(‘) as a dense subspace. 
It should be clear that the measurability assumptions on cp resp. D(q) 
are necessary in Theorem 7 and its corollary. For let E = 2”2[0, l] be the 
space of classes of functions f on [0, 1] with IfI ‘I* integrable and let E 
have any locally convex Frechet topology. Let C denote the set off E E 
with f d 1 and define q: C + R by q(f) = inf{ 1: f < A}. Then q is a sub- 
linear operator which does no admit any linear support mapping. Indeed, 
assume that h: E -+ R is linear with h < cp. Then h( 1) = 1 and f< 0 implies 
h(f) ~0, i.e., h is positive, a contradiction since the only positive linear 
functional on E is 0. Consequently cp is not Bore1 measurable with respect 
to any locally convex Frechet topology on E. 
Let cp be a convex operator with x0 E D(q). We may ask for the existence 
of a continuous aftine support mapping h for 40 such that h(x,) = rp(xO). It 
is well known that a necessary condition for the existence of such h is that 
q has upper directional derivates 89(x,,; x) at x0 in certain directions x. 
Unfortunately, this condition is not sufficient in general to ascertain the 
existence of a support mapping h for q at x0 (see [F, Ex. 53). Nevertheless, 
if F has an order-unit then the existence of the directional derivates is suf- 
ficient under fairly general assumptions on E and cp. 
THEOREM 8. Let E be a completely metrizable locally convex vector 
space and let F be an ordered locally convex vector space with the 1.u.b.p. and 
an order-unit inducing the topology. Let c;p: E + Fv (00 } be a convex 
operator which is dominated by a weakly Bore1 measurable mapping on 
D(q). Suppose that 0 is an algebraic interior point of D(p) -D(p) and there 
exists a closed convex set XC D(p) with D(p) c Un > o RX. Let x0 E D(q). 
The following are equivalent: 
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(1) there exists a continuous affine support mapping h for q with 
4x,) = cp(xo); 
(2) .for every x E D(q) - x0 the directional derivate 
Q(xo; xl = fy’, f (dxo + tx) - dxo)) 
at x0 exists. 
Proof. Assume (1) and let XE D(q) -x0. For 0 < t < 1 we have 
( l/t)(cp(xO + rx) - cp(x,)) > (l/t)(h(xo + lx) - h(.x,)) =f(x), where h =f+ u 
with f linear and v E F. Hence +$x0; x) exists. On the other hand let (2) be 
satisfied. Observe that acp(x,; ) is a sublinear operator whose domain is the 
cone D of all x E E having x0 + tx E D(q) for some t > 0. Clearly 0 is an 
algebraic interior point of D-D and we have 
D= u t(X-x0). 
r20 
Hence by the corollary above there exists a continuous linear support map- 
ping f for @(x0; ). From the definition of the upper derivate it follows that 
f(x - x0) d q(x) - cp(xO) holds for all x E D(q). Hence v := sup(f(x) - 
q(x): x E D(q)} exists. We claim that h = f - v satisfies the requirements of 
the theorem. Indeed, for XE D(q) we have h(x) = f(x)- v <f(x) - 
(S(x) - P(X)) = q(x). Since u <f(xO) - cp(xO), we derive f(xo) - 11 = 
cp(xo). I 
EXAMPLE 3 (Compare [Ru, Sect. 21). Let E be a Banach space and let 
F be an ordered locally convex vector space with 1.u.b.p. and an order-unit 
inducing the topology. Let C be a closed generating cone in E, <C the 
order induced by C, and let cp: E -+ Fu { oz ) be a sublinear operator such 
that cp (C is weakly upper semicontinuous. Let 6 be an abelian semi-group 
of linear mappings acting on E with sup{ \lgll: g E 8) < m. Suppose that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(I) cp(gx)drp(x) for all XEC, gfzQ; 
(2) gx<.x (resp. xdcgx) for all XEC, gE6; 
(3) g(C)cC for all gEQ. 
Then there exists a continuous linear f: E + F with f( gx) af(x) (resp. 
f(gx)<f(x)) for all XEC, gEQ. 
Indeed, observe that for every x E C the set { gx: g E 6) is bounded and 
contained in C. Hence cp is bounded below on the convex hull of this set 
and, consequently, we may define $: C -+ F by 
+(x) = inf{ cp( gx): g E co S}, 
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where co 6 denotes the convex hull of 8 in f?(E, E). Now JI is a sublinear 
operator since co 6 is an abelian semi-group and, consequently, for g, 
g’e co 6 we have 
~(x+x’)~cp(gg’(x+x’))~cp(g’(gx))+cp(g(g’x’)) 
6 9P( gx) + d g’x’). 
It is clear that @ is positively homogeneous. Now in view of Theorem 7 
there exists a continuous linear support mapping S for IJQ. We prove that 
f( gx) > f(x) holds for x E C, g E 6. Let 
g,=i(id+g+ . . . +g”-l), 
then g, E co 6 and therefore we have 
f(x - gx) G I(/& - gx) = IcI( g,(x - gx)) 
=+x-g”x))+(x-g”x). 
But note that (Ix - g”x(( < ~1, for some ~1, > 0 not depending on n. Since 
h 0 p is upper semi-continuous on C for every positive linear functional h on 
F, we have 
lim 1 h(cp(x - g”x)) = 0, 
n-con 
which provesf(x - gx) < 0. This proves the claim. Note that in case 6 is a 
group, we obtain equality f( gx) =f(x) for all x E C, g E 8 in view of 
f(x) Gf(gx) ‘-fk-‘gx) =f(x). 
If we wish to construct invariant linear mappings f with respect o a cer- 
tain semi-group 6 we have to find appropriate operators cp such that con- 
dition (1) holds for q. If cp turns out to be defined on the whole of E, then 
the above process becomes considerably simpler since inf{ cp( gx): g E 6 1 
then exists in view of the inequality cp( gx) > -cp( -x), whilst the limit of 
(l/n) q(x - g”x) is 0 in view of the inequalities cp(x - g”x) < 
q(x) + cp( -g”x) < q(x) + rp( -x). No completeness resp. continuity 
assumptions are needed then to execute this procedure. Note that in the 
case C= E the assumptions (2) and (3) are trivially satisfied. 
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